The following instructions are intended to assist the user in the installation of the Anti-Vibration Handle for the following Plate Compactor Models:

- MVC-64VH
- MVC-64VHW
- MVC-80VH
- MVC-80VHW
- MVC-80VE
- MVC-80VEW
- MVC-88VGH
- MVC-88VGHW
- MVC-88VGE
- MVC-88VGEW

**INSTALLATION**

1. Remove the bolts and washers (handle mounting hardware) from both sides of the plate compactor (Figure 1).
2. Position the anti-vibration handle over the compactor. **Make sure that the handle is facing the correct direction as shown in Figure 1.** The handle will not work properly if installed in the wrong direction.
3. Align the holes at the bottom of the handle to the holes on the compactor where the bolts and washers were removed. Install and tighten the bolts and washers.

**NOTE**

If handle was previously installed incorrectly, remove the entire handle and reinstall. **Do not attempt to remove handle grip to reposition handle.**

Figure 1. Installation of Anti-Vibration Handle